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the generated test can be applied only for the scan designed
circuit, but the correspondence between the state variables
and the flip-flops of the scan register has to be established.
The size of a functional test is usually much larger
than that of an implementation-dependent one to assure
good fault coverage for many implementations. When the
synthesis of a high level description into a particular
implementation is completed, the minimization of the
functional test according to the particular implementation
can be provided in order to exclude the test patterns that do
not detect the faults of the particular implementation. Next,
the list of undetected faults can be formed, and the
deterministic methods can be used to detect the faults from
this list. The adaptation of the functional test according to
the particular implementation is much simpler than a
generation of the test from the scratch. The process of
adaptation doesn’t require the long hours and it has a weak
impact on the overall time of the design. That is a strong
advantage of the functional test. If the high level
description is resynthesized, the functional test remains the
same. It has to be only adapted to the new implementation.
Compact test sets are very important for reducing the
cost of testing the very large scale integrated (VLSI)
circuits by reducing the test application time. This is
especially important for the scan-based circuits as the test
application time for these circuits is directly proportional
to product of the test set size and the number of storage
elements used in the scan chain [1].
In this work we present a new procedure of functional
static-based test transformation into functional delay test
that allows improving test compaction. We consider the
combinational and fully enhanced-scanned sequential
circuits. At the high level of abstraction every bit of the
state variables is regarded as extra input and output, and
consequently the whole of state variables could be
regarded as a virtual scan register. Thus, the test patterns at
the functional level are generated for the software
prototype model, which has no state variables. When
synthesis of the circuit is completed, the bits of the virtual
scan register are linked to the flip-flops of the particular
implementation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the related work. The proposed new

Introduction
The complexity of digital devices is growing
continuously. The testing problem is becoming harder and
harder. The construction of test patterns requires more time
and is becoming the most crucial part of overall design
process that delays the time-to-market of the digital device.
Intellectual property (IP) components are used more
widely in chip design; such components pose new
challenges for testing.
Test generation is developed in two directions. The
usual trend is when the test is generated for the circuit at
the structural level. In this case, the main problem is the
test generation time, because it directly influences the
time-to-market. The task of test generation is quite
complicated, especially for sequential circuits. Therefore
the design for testability is applied for such circuits. This
helps to reduce the cost of test development. But the scan
design allows a synchronous sequential circuit to be
brought to states that the circuit cannot reach during
functional operation. As a result, it allows the circuit to be
tested using test patterns that are not applicable during
functional operation. This leads to unnecessary yield loss.
The other important direction of test generation is the
functional test development at high level of abstraction. In
the initial stages of the design, the structural
implementation of the design is not known. Therefore the
task of the test generation is more complex, because the
test has to be generated for all the possible
implementations. But the test development can be
accomplished in parallel with other design stages. In this
case, the time of test generation is not a critical issue.
During design process the software prototype of the circuit
is created according to the specification. The software
prototype simulates the functions of the circuit, i.e. enables
to calculate the output values according to the input values.
The functional test can be generated on the base of the
software prototype. The test patterns generated in such a
way can be used for the verification purposes as well. If
the generation of the functional test encounters some
difficulties, in order to facilitate the task of test generation
the state variables of the software prototype can be used as
the primary inputs and the primary outputs. In such a case,
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transformation procedure is presented in Section 3. The
experimental results are given in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 presents the conclusions.

the signal value of input xi in the pattern p is t, detects the
functional delay faults: (xi, zj, r xi, r zj), when t=0, k=0; (xi,
zj, r xi, f zj), when t=0, k=1; (xi, zj, f xi, r zj), when t=1,
k=0; (xi, zj, f xi, f zj), when t=1, k=1.
For example, consider the circuit represented as
black-box in Fig. 1. Let’s say, that circuit response to input
pattern <10011> is <01> and that this pattern detects the
PP faults (X21,Z11), (X21,Z20), (X31,Z11) and (X50,Z11).

Related work
A test for the functional delay fault is a pair of input
patterns <u, v> that propagates a transition from a primary
input to a primary output of a circuit [2]. Under functional
delay fault models proposed in [3-5], a fault is a tuple (I,
O, t I, t O), where I is a CUT input, O is a CUT output, t I
is a rising or falling transition at I , and t O is a rising or
falling transition at O. Thus, four functional delay faults
are related with every input/output (I/O) pair and the total
number of faults is 4*n*m, where n is the number of inputs
of the CUT and m is the number of outputs of the CUT.
Under the model introduced in Underwood et al. [3], only
one pair of test patterns must be generated per fault. This
model was expanded in Pomeranz and Reddy [5] by
considering Δ different test patterns per fault. Δ is a
positive integer, usually in the low hundreds, and is given
as an input parameter for each CUT. Pomeranz and Reddy
[4] proposed that all possible patterns are generated for
each fault. This model guarantees detection of all robustly
testable path delay faults in any gate-level implementation.
However, the resulting test set sizes, as well as the test
generation times, are very large and make this model
impractical, especially for large circuits [4, 5]. The studies
in [5] showed that it is not necessary to generate all
possible test patterns for each fault in order to guarantee
that actual path delays are covered in some gate-level
implementation of the function.
Another fault model for functional ATPG based on
input-output stuck-at faults testing and called pin pair (PP)
fault model is suggested by Bareiša et al. in [6] and
generalized in [7].
Now we provide a brief presentation of the main
concepts of this model. The behavioral view or the “blackbox” represents the system by defining the behavior of its
outputs according to the values applied on its inputs
without the knowledge of its internal organization. In this
case, the input-output relationship can be determined only.
Let the circuit have a set of inputs X = {x1, x2, ..., xi, ... ,
xn} and a set of outputs Z = {z1, z2, ... ,zj, ... ,zm}. The pin
fault model considers the stuck-at-0/1 faults occurring at
the module boundary, and has a weak correlation with the
circuit’s physical faults. We write xi1 and xi0 for the input
stuck-at-1/0 faults, and zj1 and zj0 for the output stuck-at1/0 faults. There are 2*n+2*m possible pin faults. Inputoutput pin stuck-at fault pairs (xit, zjk), t=0,1, k=0,1 are
called pin pair faults (PP). The number of possible pin pair
faults of the circuit is at most 4*n*m. Note that in general
it is not possible to relate the PP fault with the defects of
the module unambiguously, because the PP fault doesn’t
fix exactly the signal propagation path in the circuit.
The PP fault test transformation into functional delay
fault test rule was presented in [8]. We recall this rule.
Rule. If the input pattern q detects the PP fault (xit,
k
zj ), t=0,1, k=0,1, then the pair of input patterns <p, q>,
where the signal value of input xi in the pattern q is t and
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Fig. 1. Example circuit

The transformation of the pattern <10011> according
to Rule results into the sequence of input patterns pairs
(<11011,10011>,<10111,10011>,<10010,10011>). This
sequence detects the functional delay faults (X2, Z1, f X2,
f Z1), (X2, Z2, f X2, r Z1), (X3, Z1, f X3, f Z1) and (X5,
Z1, r X5, f Z1).
Note that every of PP tests according to Rule
composed test pair is single-input transition test (SIT) [2]
and, therefore, every test pair propagates the transition
from a primary input to a primary output in a function
robust manner [2]. Another observation is that the test
generation for PP faults can be accomplished using various
approaches: 1. One test is generated for each PP fault in
the circuit; 2. All possible tests are generated for each PP
fault in the circuit; 3. Δ tests are generated for each PP
fault in the circuit. Thus the functional delay fault tests
obtained from PP tests generated using approaches 1, 2 or
3 correspond to tests generated using models described in
[3], [4] and [5], respectively. In this paper we consider the
case when one test is generated for each PP fault in the
circuit.

Pin pair test transformation into functional delay test
procedure
The test generation problem is compounded by the
fact that traditional gate-level ATPG techniques are finding
it difficult to handle the size and complexities of the
current generation of circuits. However, the top-down
design philosophy offers an alternative approach to ease
test generation. It offers a high-level view of the circuit
(e.g., algorithmic circuit description or register-transfer
level (RTL)) that has a significantly lower number of
primitives than at the gate level. Consequently, test
generation can be performed at high level of abstraction
making the problem more tractable. While high–level test
generation techniques enable fast test generation, they do
not systematically address the process of finding compact
test sets [1].
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The test pattern pairs constructed according Rule
posses the change of signal value only on single input.
Suppose we have an input pattern w that detects q PP
faults. Thus for detection of q corresponding functional
delay faults, maximum k<= q pairs of input patterns are
built on the base of this pattern (signal transition on one
input can cause signal transitions on s outputs,
consequently, only one pair of input patterns is needed for
detection of s functional delay faults). Let’s continue the
analysis of our example. The considered input pattern
<10011> detects 4 PP faults, though for detection
corresponding functional delay faults only 3 pattern pairs
are built because the signal transition on input X2 invokes
the signal transitions on both outputs Z1 and Z2.
Therefore, the number of obtained using Rule test pattern
pairs is equal to the number inputs related with PP fault
detection on considered test pattern. In our case, we have 3
such inputs and, consequently, 3 test pattern pairs are built.
There is another way described in [9] to obtain
functional delay fault tests from PP tests. By applying the
approach from [9] every input pattern that detects PP faults
is transformed only into one input pattern pair in such a
way that the signal value transition occurs on every input
that is related with PP fault detection on the considered test
pattern. For our example, input pattern pair
<11110,10011> is constructed. Consequently, if the test for
PP faults consists of p input patterns the constructed
functional delay fault test has p input pattern pairs too.
Thus the obtained test is much shorter than by applying
Rule. The experiments on ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits
demonstrated the test shortening of 3.8 times on average
[9]. However, the test pattern pairs constructed by applying
the approach from [9] possess the change of signal value
on more than one input. Therefore, these pattern pairs are
multi-input transition (MIT) tests [2] and some of
functional delay faults that are functional robustly
detectable on SIT test may become functional nonrobustly
detectable [2] or even worse not detectable on considered
test pattern pair, because some activation conditions
needed for signal transition propagation from particular
input to particular output may be corrupted. We made an
extra experiment on benchmark circuit c432. The
functional delay fault test constructed according to Rule
contained 348 test pattern pairs and covered 100% of
functional delay faults, whereas the applying of approach
from [9] produced 117 test pattern pairs and this test
covered only 81% of functional delay faults.
Now our goal is to propose compromise between
these two discussed approaches, i.e. to compose a
procedure that enables pin pair test transformation into
compact functional delay fault test without loss of fault
coverage. The only way to compact functional delay fault
tests is in enabling multi-input transitions in test pattern
pairs. Therefore, we have to define the necessary
conditions for the transition propagation from the
considered input to considered output by more than one
signal change in the test pattern pair.
Let’s say:
1. There is the multi-input transition test pattern
pair <p, q>;

2. The signal value on input xi in the pattern p is t
and the signal value on input xi in the pattern q is t
;
3. The signal value on output zj as circuit response
to input pattern p is k and the signal value on
output zj as circuit response to input pattern q is k.
Lemma. If after signal value fixation to t on single
input xi in both test patterns p and q the signal value on
output zj as circuit response to input patterns p and q is
stable k, than this circuit response is caused only by signal
value fixation on the input xi.
Proof. Suppose the stable signal value k on output zj
as circuit response to input patterns p and q is caused by
signal values on the input xr. Thus the different circuit
response on output zj could evoke solely the signal value
change on the input xr either in both test patterns p and q or
in one test pattern p or q. However it is a contradiction to
Lemma statement that the signal value change occurs only
on one input xi. Therefore, the stable signal value k on
output zj as circuit response to input patterns p and q is
caused by signal value fixation to t on one input xi.
Corollary 1. The multi-input transition test pattern
pair <p, q> detects the functional delay fault (xi, zj, t→ t
xi, k→k zj).
It is desirable that the generated multi-input transition
test would guarantee the function-robust propagation
(FRP) property. According to definition from [2] a
transition tI on input I is function- robustly propagated as a
tO transition to output O when the signal value on O
changes if and only if the signal value on I changes. Now
we can formulate the next corollary.
Corollary 2. The signal value transition t→t on input
xi is function- robustly propagated as the signal value
transition k→k to output zj.
At this point on basis of Lemma and Corollary 1 we
present a pseudocode description of procedure of pin pair
test transformation into compact functional delay test
(PPTTiCFDT) (see Fig. 2).
The meaning of essential variables used in the
PPTTiCFDT procedure: X- matrix for detectability
marking of functional delay faults; n – number of inputs; m
– number of outputs; t – number of composed test pattern
pairs; L – PP fault test size; P – test pattern. All other
variables are local variables used for calculation
organization. Expression Z:=f(P) implies circuit
simulation, i.e. Z is circuit response to input pattern P. The
lines 4-10 are used for marking of circuit inputs related
with PP fault detection (denominate them as active inputs)
in test pattern Pk and for building of test pattern pair <P1,
P2> where P2:=Pk while the signal values of active inputs
of pattern P1 are inverted in regard to signal values
available in test pattern Pk. The other part of pseudocode
(lines 11-34) describes the MIT test pattern pairs, which
satisfy FRP property, formation on the basis of <P1, P2>.
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1. PROCEDURE PPTTiCFDT();
2.
X=||xi,j:=0||2n x 2m; t:=1;
3.
DO P1,P2, ....,Pk,...,PL;
4.
PZW:=0; H=||hi:=0||n; P2:=Pk; P1:=Pk; // P2=(p21,p22,...,p2i,...,p2n), p2i (0,1)
5.
Z2:=f(P2); // Z2= (z21,z22,...,z2j,...,z2m), z2j (0,1)
6.
DO i:=1,2,3,…,n; p2i:=NOT(p2i); d:= p2i; Z‘=f(P2);
7.
DO j:=1,2,3,…,m; c=1- z2j;
8.
IF (z2j≠ z‘j) AND (x2i-d,2j-c =0) THEN hi:=1; p1i:= p2i; PZW:=1; ENDIF;
9.
ENDDO; p2i:=NOT(p2i);
10.
ENDDO;
11.
DO WHILE (PZW=1); PZW:=0; P’:=P1; Z1:=f(P1); B:=0; WRITE:=0; REMAIN:=0;
12.
DO i:=1,2,3,…,n; PZ:=0;
13.
IF (hj=1) THEN
14.
p2i:= NOT(p2i); d:=p2i; Z‘=f(P2);
15.
DO j:=1,2,3,…,m; c=1- z2j;
16.
IF (z2j≠ z‘j) THEN
17.
IF (z1j≠ z‘j) THEN
18.
IF x2i-d,2j-c =0 THEN PZ:=1; ENDIF;
19.
ELSE
20.
IF x2i-d,2j-c =0 THEN x2i-d,2j-c:=1; ENDIF;
21.
ENDIF;
22.
ENDIF;
23.
ENDDO; p2i:=1- p2i;
24.
IF (PZ=1) THEN REMAIN:=1; B:=i;
25.
ELSE p’i:= p2i; hi:=0; WRITE:=1; ENDIF;
26.
ENDIF;
27.
ENDDO;
28.
IF (WRITE=1) THEN PZW:=1; Pt:=P1; Pt+1:=P2; t:=t+2; P1:=P‘;
29.
ELSE
30.
IF (REMAIN=1) THEN
31.
PZW:=1; PD:=P2;pDB:=1- pDB; hB:=0; Pt:=PD; Pt+1:=P2; t:=t+2; p1B:=1- p1B;
32.
ENDIF;
33.
ENDIF;
34.
ENDWHILE;
35. ENDDO;
36. END PROCEDURE PPTTiCFDT;
Fig. 2. Pseudocode for the PPTTiCFDT procedure
that all presented in Table 1 tests posses 100% coverage of
targeted faults, i.e. functional delay faults, and that one test
is generated for each targeted fault in the circuit. In [10]
there is no information for ITC’99 benchmark circuits and
for the circuit c1355, whereas the fault coverage of
functional delay faults for the circuit c6288 is less than
100% (90.3%). The test size reduction expressed as two
test sizes ratio is presented in columns under heading
“TSR”.
If we examine the results presented in Table 1 and
Fig. 3 we can see that in all cases the proposed
PPTTiCFDT procedure produced superior results. By
comparing approach [8] and PPTTiCFDT the test size
reduction is on average 1.78 and ranges from 1.18 (circuit
c6288) to 4.83 (circuit c1355). The comparison of
approach [10] and PPTTiCFDT shows even better results:
the test size reduction spans between 1.74 (circuit c1908)
and 3.43 (circuit c2670) and is on average 2.87. Remember
that approaches [8] and [10] generate single-input
transition tests whereas the PPTTiCFDT procedure creates
multi-input transition tests, however all considered tests
propagate the transitions from input to output in functional
robust manner, i.e. all tests satisfy the FRP property.

Experimental results
The non-redundant ISCAS’85 and ITC’99 benchmark
circuits have been selected for experiments. The test sets
for PP faults were generated for the black-box model of the
circuits [7] using a random search procedure. Remind the
black-box model represents a system by defining the
behavior of its outputs according to the values applied to
its inputs without the knowledge of its internal
organization. The black box models written in the
programming language C were used by the test generation
for the PP faults.
In this work, we presented a new functional pin pair
fault test transformation into functional delay test
procedure that allows improving test compaction. There
are many publications [2-5, 8-10] devoted to functional
delay faults testing. However the obtained test sizes are
presented only in [8-10]. Therefore we will compare our
experimental results with results derived using approaches
from [8] (in [8] and [9] the same approach is used) and
[10]. Table 1 and Figure 3 give results for pin pair fault test
transformation into functional delay test using
PPTTiCFDT procedure and approaches [8] and [10]. Note
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Table 1. Test sizes and test size reductions

Test size
Circuit
c432
c499
c880
c1355
c1908
c2670
c3540
c5315
c6288
c7552
b04
b08
Average

Test size

Approach
PPTTiCFDT
[8]
348
5180
1001
5162
2359
1820
1457
4950
1065
5801
1364
290
2914

244
1159
743
1068
1814
1153
1166
3382
903
4331
1080
230
1596

TSR

Approach Approach
[10]
[8]

1.43
4.47
1.35
4.83
1.30
1.58
1.25
1.46
1.18
1.34
1.26
1.26
1.78

348
5180
1001
2359
1820
1457
4950
5801
2865

807
3917
1325
3159
3958
2510
10675
13820
5021

Test size
TSR
2.32
0.76
1.32
1.34
2.17
1.72
2.16
2.38
1.75

Approach
PPTTiCFDT
[10]
807
3917
1325
3159
3958
2510
10675
13820
5021

244
1159
743
1814
1153
1166
3382
4331
1749

TSR
3.31
3.38
1.78
1.74
3.43
2.15
3.16
3.19
2.87

14000
12000
10000
PPTTiCFDT

8000

Approach [8]
6000

Approach [10]

4000
2000
0
c432

c499

c880

c1908

c2670

c3540

c5315

c7552

Fig. 3. Test size comparison

The comparison of approaches [8] and [10] is
interesting too because both of them produce SIT tests.
Our technique more widely described in [8] provides with
shorter tests in seven of eight cases and the test size
reduction is on average 1.75. There is only one exception,
namely the circuit c499 for witch the approach [10]
produced 1.32 times shorter test set.

into functional delay test procedure that allowed improving
test compaction. Experimental results for ISCAS’85 and
ITC’99 benchmark circuits showed that the proposed
approach reduced test size up to 4.83 times comparing with
results presented in other publications whereas average test
size reduction was up to 2.87 times.
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